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L

ike industries long before it, the
commercial real estate sector
is being rapidly transformed
CZ UFDIOPMPHZ 'PS CSPLFST JO UIF PˎDF
and industrial sectors, professional
achievement will be linked to their
XJMMJOHOFTT UP FNCSBDF UFDIOPMPHZ
to learn it, master it, and power their
businesses with it.
Technology and data have emerged as
BEFˌOJOHGBDUPSrBSHVBCMZtheEFˌOJOH
factor – for brokers who aim to up-level
their service to clients.
In today’s market, with huge amounts of
WBMVBCMF JOGPSNBUJPO BU UIFJS ˌOHFSUJQT 
contemporary brokers can no longer
BˋPSE UP SFMZ VQPO BOFDEPUFT BOE
months-old information to assess

enable more brokers to take action
where needed in order to execute leases
NPSF FˎDJFOUMZ BOE BDDFMFSBUF EFBM
cycles on behalf of clients. Those who
close deals faster will be best positioned
to rise to the top.
This mindset and tech-savviness helps
brokers transform themselves from
service providers into trusted advisors.
Like we have seen in many industries
that have experienced a tech revolution
in years gone by, those who hang back,
think technology is a mere fad, or who
just passively let it pass them by, will fall
behind, or worse, be out of a job.
To some, these may seem like strong
statements to make. Let’s take a step
CBDLBOEDPOTJEFSJUGSPNBGFXBOHMFT

"Technology and data have emerged
CU C FGɖPKPI HCEVQT s CTIWCDN[ VJG
FGɖPKPIHCEVQTsHQTDTQMGTUYJQCKO
VQWRNGXGNVJGKTUGTXKEGVQENKGPVU

market conditions and spot trends.
Not when there are leasing and asset
management systems that let them gain
insights that make more precise, factbased recommendations to their clients.
It’s pretty simple – those who manage
all aspects of their leasing process
with technology will be in the position
to capture data across every stage of
a deal. For instance, where is supply
DPNJOH GSPN  8IBU EPFT UPVS WPMVNF
MPPL MJLF  8IBU JT UIF BWFSBHF OVNCFS
PGUPVSTSFRVJSFEUPDMPTFPOFEFBM BOE
BSFXFTFFJOHFOPVHIoBUCBUTp "SFPVS
deal cycle times shrinking or expanding
and is that due to the market changing
PSPVSQSPDFTT *OTJHIUTJOUPUIFTFBSFBT
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#1 We have seen this
play out before

Y

ou do not have to look hard
to see how virtually every
industry has undergone, or is
in the midst of, a tech revolution. Look,
GPSFYBNQMF BUUIFˍPPSPGUIF/FX:PSL
Stock Exchange, where decades ago,
thousands of brokers once wandered
ankle deep in ticker-tape and handwritten
CVZBOETFMMPSEFST"MMUIBUQBQFSPOUIF
ˍPPS IBT MJUFSBMMZ CFFO TXFQU BXBZ CZ
powerful algorithmic trading, transacted
in nanoseconds, and powered by realtime data.

3PCPUJDT BOE BSUJˌDJBM JOUFMMJHFODF IBWF
been sweeping through manufacturing.
Telecommunications
is
digitized,
wireless, and smarter than ever before
#MBDLCFSSZ BOZPOF  8BSFIPVTFT BOE
logistics have become automated and
paperless. Music streaming has ended
the reign of the CD. Love is nurtured
online. The list goes on, and the story
doesn’t end well for those who refuse to
adapt.

#2 We are already
seeing a tech revolution
in our own backyard

H

ere within our home base,
the world of commercial real
estate has been revolutionized
by data and technology. Unless you’ve
been living under a rock, you are
aware of the sea change in retail that
IBT USBOTQJSFE JO UIF XBLF PG "NB[PO
Thanks to e-commerce, consumer
behavior has been permanently altered,
triggering a nearly existential crisis in
the world of brick-and-mortar retail.
The numbers are staggering and continue
to decline. Reis Inc. reported in July that
net absorption in retail checked in at its
XPSTU RVBSUFSMZ UPUBM JO OJOF ZFBST 5IF
same report found mall vacancies hitting
BMFWFMVOTFFOTJODFUIFUIJSERVBSUFSPG
2012.
:FU  PO UIF ˍJQ TJEF  XF BSF TFFJOH
various commercial real estate sectors
commandeering technology and data
to their advantage, using it to boost
FˎDJFODZ BOE FYQFEJUF EFBM NBLJOH
The multi-family sector, for example,
has been using market benchmarks
to improve decision making for years –
3FBM1BHF :JFMETUBS IFMQT NVMUJGBNJMZ
owners capitalize upon real-time market
data as a means of ensuring that pricing
aligns with market realities.

)KXGP C EJQKEG DGVYGGP C VGEJUOCTV DTQMGT CPF CP
CPCNQI  DTQMGT VJG RCVVGTP KU ENGCT NCPFNQTFU CPF
VGPCPVUYKNNCNYC[UQRVHQTVJGHQTOGT
*O UIF PˎDF TQBDF  #JTOPX SFQPSUFE JO
"VHVTUUIBUJOWFTUPSTIBECFHVOUPTOJˋ
PVU oB OFX HFOFSBUJPO PG PˎDF MFBTJOH
platforms” that could eventually pose
noteworthy competitive challenges for
NBSRVFFOBNF CSPLFSBHFT 5IF OFXT
article found venture capitalists and angel
JOWFTUPST IBE CFFO oQPVSJOH NJMMJPOTp
into startups that aim to expedite online
PˎDF MFBTJOH GPS TNBMM BOE NJETJ[F
ˌSNT *OEVTUSZ PCTFSWFST BTTFSUFE UIBU
these emerging competitors carry the
QPUFOUJBM UP oBSSBOHF BOE QSPˌU GSPN
smaller deals that brokers at larger
ˌSNTUZQJDBMMZEJTNJTTp
Not surprisingly, technological prowess
in the real estate world does not only
represent a competitive advantage – it
also functions as a talent magnet. We
saw this illustrated this past September,
when one of New York City’s most
QSPNJOFOU BOE QSPMJˌD JOWFTUNFOU
brokers, Bob Knakal of Massey Knakal
fame, made his home at a new brokerage
ˌSN +--
"TLFE XIZ  ,OBLBM FYQMBJOFE UIBU UIF
oNBJOSFBTPOpGPSUIFNPWFXBTIJTOFX
FNQMPZFSnT EFEJDBUJPO UP oMFWFSBHJOH
cutting-edge technology to transform the
JOEVTUSZp)JTOFXˌSNnTDPNNJUNFOUUP
oFYQBOEJOHBOEFOIBODJOHUIFUFDIOPMPHZ
they have…is critical, considering how
important technology is going to be
moving forward.”

#3 The expectations
of your clients, both
landlords and tenants,
have changed

F

inally, hitting closest to home,
PˎDF BOE JOEVTUSJBM CSPLFST
need to adapt because their
clients are doing so – and these clients
expect the same from their brokers.
" CSPLFS DBOOPU CF B TUFQ CFIJOE IJT

or her own client in respect to a key,
competitive skill. With all the available
tools and resources for gathering data
and managing communication and
processes, landlords and tenants now
have increased expectations of how
the leasing process is managed, the
GSFRVFODZ BU XIJDI UIFZ SFDFJWF EFBM
updates, and overall transparency.
Brokers need to come to the table with
technology that up-levels the service
they are able to provide to clients or
they risk losing out to tech-enabled
competitors.
Many of the brokerage community’s
industrial landlord clients, for example,
have transformed their leasing and
management processes with systems
like VTS.
Rexford Industrial, for instance, is a Los
"OHFMFTCBTFE SFBM FTUBUF JOWFTUNFOU
trust that owns and operates a 20
NJMMJPO TRVBSF GPPU JOEVTUSJBM QPSUGPMJP
BDSPTT4PVUIFSO$BMJGPSOJB5IFˌSNIBT
aggressive growth targets and needs to
move fast to capitalize on the opportunity
in the rapidly growing industrial market.
Yet the company’s manual, paper-based
leasing process made it incredibly
EJˎDVMU UP LFFQ QBDF XJUI IJHI MFBTJOH
volumes. Moreover, aging systems were
delaying approvals and posing obstacles
to overall growth. With constantly
DIBOHJOH JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF ˌSNnT
BWBJMBCMF TQBDFT  JU XBT EJˎDVMU UP
keep the corporate website updated
with accurate information, resulting
JO TJHOJˌDBOU NJTTFE PQQPSUVOJUJFT UP
capture new tenants.

complete visibility into deal volume,
updates, and progression, enabling
UIF UFBN UP CF GBS NPSF FˎDJFOU BOE
responsive – ultimately accelerating
deal cycles by 42 percent. Rexford
also moved its entire approval process
online, giving key players instant access
to the information needed to approve
a deal – and enabling them to execute
approvals from anywhere, via mobile or
desktop. This has expedited the approval
process from 8.7 days to just 2.6 days,
an eye-opening 70 percent increase in
TQFFE"OEUFDIFOBCMFEJNQSPWFNFOUT
to Rexford’s marketing website have
generated a 52 percent increase in leads
per available space.
Given a choice between a tech-smart
CSPLFS BOE BO oBOBMPHp CSPLFS  UIF
QBUUFSO JT DMFBS MBOEMPSET BOE UFOBOUT
will always opt for the former.
Why would a landlord want to spend time
CSJOHJOH B CSPLFS VQ UP TQFFE PO UFDI 
They wouldn’t do it.
Brokers have had to develop expertise
JO NBOZ TQIFSFT OFHPUJBUJPO  SFTFBSDI 
OFUXPSLJOH  BSDIJUFDUVSF  [POJOH  PˎDF
design, budgeting, and so on. They have
had to steadily expand their knowledgebase in order to grow professionally. But
to have a real shot at rising to the top of
their industry, they need to possess a
strong and ever-updated grounding in
tech and digital analysis.
5IFFWJEFODFDPVMEOPUCFDMFBSFSUPCF
successful, brokers must up their tech
game, and fast.

However, thanks to a tech-focused
initiative to implement leasing and asset
management software, Rexford has
completely transformed its processes.
By managing all of its deals and leases
online, the Rexford team now has
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